Natural Resources Learning Solutions and Asset Lifecycle Solutions
Raytheon Professional Services

Benefits

- Decrease risk while increasing compliance and safety
- Align your learning strategy with your business goals
- Improve efficiency across your entire organization
- Identify and eliminate gaps in your training delivery
- Maximize the value of your assets
- Drive positive business outcomes

From oil and gas to metals and mining, global organizations working in high-risk environments face a variety of formidable challenges. Navigating ever changing regulatory and compliance issues, training globally dispersed workforces, avoiding the downtime or failure of mature assets — it's all part of ensuring success every day.

Raytheon Professional Services (RPS) delivers a range of solutions that help you do just that. For more than 90 years, we have set the standard for high consequence, high compliance industries. We work with you to analyze, design, implement and track tailored training programs that align with your business objectives.

Using proven tools and processes, we uncover redundancies, inefficiencies and gaps in your learning processes. We then leverage the latest learning tools and technologies to improve outcomes, reduce training costs and drive measurable results.
Count on proven expertise, processes and tools when failure is not an option.

**Comprehensive learning solutions**

RPS’ end-to-end solutions enable employees to better manage high-risk situations. In some of the most complex training systems, in some of the most high consequence environments, we’re helping organizations increase effectiveness and improve learning outcomes.

- **Learning Strategy, Analysis and Diagnosis**
  Assess your value stream, create a balanced training system and efficiently deliver a learning strategy that meets your business objectives.

- **Blended and Distance Learning Solutions**
  Develop the right skills, tools and knowledge throughout your enterprise with a blend of web-based, simulation, classroom and virtual learning delivery platforms.

- **Convertix**
  Convert your instructor-led training to web-based training more efficiently and cost-effectively.

**Hi-Con training solutions**

Through our partnership with Petrofac, we offer OPITO (Offshore Petroleum International Training Organization)-approved Hi-Con Training at NASA’s Neutral Buoyancy Lab (NBL) at the Johnson Space Center. The NBL gives the oil and gas industry an ideal environment for highly realistic, immersive simulated emergency training exercises that instill confidence and impart critical skills.

This type of behavior-based training is vital to effectively managing emergency situations, and includes:

- **Helicopter Underwater Egress Training (HUET)**
- **Basic Offshore Safety Induction and Emergency Training (BOSIET)**
- **Further Offshore Emergency Training (FOET)**
- **Major Emergency Training (MEM)**
- **Tropical Helicopter Underwater Egress Training (T-HUET), accepted by Shell Upstream America**

**Asset lifecycle solutions**

Our proven expertise in logistics, technology and engineering ensures that our training solutions optimize efficiency throughout each asset’s lifecycle. These include:

- **Assessment**
  Solve problems faster, predict risks more accurately and reduce operational costs with real-time remote system health monitoring, asset failure prognosis and embedded hardware and software diagnostics.

- **Rapid Workforce Deployment**
  Use RPS’ flexible, global staffing solutions to employ technical expertise and specialized skills wherever — and whenever — the need arises.

- **Visibility**
  Leverage insights into your assets to ensure maximum operation uptime and low cost of ownership.

- **Obsolescence Management**
  Utilize a variety of tools, techniques and online resources to safely and cost-effectively extend the life of your equipment.

- **Reliability & Maintainability**
  Count on worldwide system support with 24/7 monitoring and a highly qualified team trained to repair fielded equipment with minimal disruption.

If you’re ready to ensure safety, optimal efficiency and measurable results when failure is not an option, consider RPS’ natural resources learning solutions and asset lifecycle solutions. For more information, contact us at rps.com or call 972-205-5222.

**About Raytheon Professional Services**

Raytheon Professional Services is a global leader in learning services and outsourcing. RPS helps businesses meet their critical objectives by redesigning, implementing and managing efficient training solutions that align their employees, customers and partners to optimize performance.

Contact us at info-rps@raytheon.com to learn what RPS can do for you.